Human Development Graduate Group
2013-2014 highlights

NEW HDGG MEMBERS

Simona Ghetti
Professor
Psychology and CMB

Emily Solari
Assistant Professor
Education

Craig McDonald
Professor and Chair
UCDMC, (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation)

Yuuko Uchikoshi Tonkovich
Associate Professor
Education

Professor
Education

CONFERENCES PRESENTATIONS

Nine students
Association for Psychological Science (APS) meeting

Five students
Society for Research in Adolescence (SRA) meeting

AND MORE FUNDING

One incoming student was awarded a
Eugene Cota-Robles Fellowship
(Less than 10 awarded in the university)

Another incoming student was awarded a
Provost’s Fellowship in the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
(Less than 25 awarded in the university)

Advertising our great program

HDGG students hosted a Picnic Day recruiting event for research subjects

FUNDING...

Julia Singleton received an Honorable Mention for the
NSF Graduate Research Fellowship

Six new graduate students

Lauren Bullard (MS)  Jakeem Lewis (PhD)
Tessa Hesse (PhD)  Hillary Schiltz (MS)
Elliott Johnson (PhD)  Rebecca Shields (MS)

One incoming student was offered a
Steindler Fellowship
(1 awarded in the university)

April Masarik received the
Emmy Werner and Stanley Jacobsen Fellowship
(1 awarded in the university)

Lisa D'Angelo received the
Floyd and Mary Schwall Dissertation Year Fellowship in Medical Research
(1 awarded in the university)
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